
Dan Bar-Kochba - Recipient of my Last 9/11 Warning  
                      by Anthony C Heaford

On 2 December 1997 I gave my last and most specific 9/11 style attack warning whilst working at 
a print factory in Brooklyn, specifically asking several people to pass my urgent and desperate 
warnings to authorities. The two machine operators I was training (pictured in photo #5 below) had 
asked if I would be visiting the World Trade Centre (WTC) and I gave an emphatic “No!” in answer. 
I repeated my 9/11 style hijacking fears to them, saying I expected the group that bombed the 
WTC in 1993 to try again but using a hijacked civilian airliner as a missile. I told them I conceived 
the danger after seeing the complete absence of any security whatsoever at Logan airport.  
They asked why I couldn’t report it myself. I explained I was a in a foreign country and 
approaching any security agency with such a warning could have dire consequences for me if 
misunderstood.
 

 

That’s when the machine operators 
decided to call Mr. Barkochba, saying: 

"This is the man to tell"   

I repeated my warning in detail to Mr. Barkochba and asked if he knew any security services. He 
responded that he did know ‘some important people in that field’ and that he would tell them - a 
vague but authoritative answer. That was when I felt I’d done everything I could to passed on my 
warnings about and fears of terrorists using a hijacked civilian airliner to attack the WTC.

Continued	on	next	page…	
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Dan Bar-Kochba 
I never had any reason to suspect Mr Bar-Kochba; he was a pleasant man who’d listened to me 
attentively, and given me an assurance he’d pass my details and warning to his security service 
contact. I was never contacted back. When 9/11 did happen I felt anger and frustration that my 
warnings had not been acted on by security services, but in no way did I blamed him for that.

It was only after April 2015, when I finally realised the significance of the same 9/11 warnings I’d 
given in September 1997 Yemen, that I began to question everything. I eventually got round to 
the warning I’d given in Brooklyn in December 1997 and upon looking at my customer database 
entry I saw and recalled Dan Bar-Kochba’s name. And so I searched for him on the internet and 
the first result that came up was an Israeli’s newspaper report talking about the ‘Bar-Kochba 
Revolt’ in Roman occupied Judea. The Haaretz newspaper article described it as “a disaster 
celebrated by Zionists” and a “folly of religious and nationalistic fanaticism” which “amounted to the 
destruction of Jewish life in Judea for over a millennium.”

Source: wikipedia: The revolt’s leader was likely called Simon bar Koseba (Simon of Koseba). 
During the revolt Jewish Rabbi Akiva regarded Simon bar Koseba as the Jewish messiah, and 
gave him the name "Bar Kokhba" meaning "Son of the Star" in Aramaic, from the Star Prophecy 
verse from Numbers 24:17: "There shall come a star out of Jacob".

From this I concluded Dan Bar-Kochba is a Jewish Zionist very likely using an assumed last name, 
giving himself the Aramaic language, messianic title of ‘Son of a Star’. This photo and the 
biography details are from Dan Bar-Kochba’s Facebook page:
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Further research revealed that in October 2015 (five months after I first widely shared my report 
about inspiring 9/11 with a travel warning I gave in 1997 Yemen), Transcontinental purchased Ultra 
Flex Packaging Corporation. Transcontinental said Ultra Flex employs close to 300 people and 
generated $72-million in annual revenues in its last fiscal year.

This planning permit shows Dan Bar-Kochba remained associated with Transcontinental’s Ultra 
Flex until at least April 2018:

Items of Note:
Prior to my visit to Ultra Flex I was given the customer details by my employer who called it ‘Ultra 
Creative’ (as per my database entry). Could that have been to deliberately obscure identities?

While on site in Brooklyn I didn’t see a printing press, a practical requirement for anyone buying 
our ancillary plate mounting machine. Did Ultra Flex have any flexographic printing presses?

This sale was made by my employer’s US sales agent Dave Dean. Dean is ex-US Special Forces, 
having served under Billy Waugh and with the highly secretive Studies and Observations Group in 
Vietnam. Billy Waugh went on to contract for the CIA, work that included training al Qaeda fighters 
in 1990s Yemen. And it was Dean who was behind my September 1997 visit to 9/11 terrorist 
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed’s (KSM) front company in Yemen.

Speculation
If I was a senior business partner in Ultra Flex and a visiting service technician (as I was) had 
spoken to me about a 9/11 style attack, the first person I would have told is the salesman who’d 
sold me the machine. That would have been Dave Dean. I haven’t spoken with Dean since the 
April 1997 exhibition where KSM’s financiers had purchased the machine I installed in Yemen.

Given the Ultra Flex machine operators asked me about visiting the WTC, is it possible this was a 
test to see if I would give the same warning I’d given in Yemen when asked the same question?

Does Dan Barkochba or Ultra Flex Packaging have any connection to Urban Moving Systems, the 
New Jersey employer of the infamous ‘Dancing Israelis’ of 9/11? Are there any links from Dan 
Barkochba or his associates to the very suspect stock market activity that occurred prior to 9/11?
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https://tctranscontinental.com/en-ca/company-overview/news-room/press-releases/transcontinental-inc-completes-the-acquisition-of-ultra

